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Editorial

The staff of the Information Center would

like to thank all of you for the time you

spent this summer sharing your thoughts on

our subscription services. We received

many constructive comments and some
good ideas of things we can implement.

We have taken agency comments and dis-

tilled them into groups of related items for

action. For example, concerns about term

contracts were grouped and referred to

Amy Palmer of the Resource Management
Unit. Comments about training were

grouped and referred to me.

In this issue of News & Views, we will be

responding to some of your suggestions for

changes in this publication. One of the

things we are considering is reverting to a

monthly format.

We will also be using News & Views as a

forum for imparting other information re-

quested from the surveys. For example, we
have started with an informational article

describing the history and current direction

of office automation here at Information

Services Division. Other things to come
include periodic updates on Information

Center product evaluations and informa-

tion on division contacts.

Input from the agencies is valuable to us.

Please contact me at any time with other

ideas, suggestions and problems relating to

the service we provide you.

"Wendy Wlieeler



News

Mainframe

Are You Interested in Learning about VSAM?

If so, contact Technical Services. We are

considering offering a VSAM class for us-

ers. This class would cover topics including

the basic VSAM file structure, use of

IDCAMS (in particular, the define parame-
ter and how to read a listcat), COBOL
coding techniques, CICS considerations and
continuing maintenance to VSAM files.

If you are interested, call Robin Anlian at

444-2898 in the mornings and she will be in

touch with you.

SAS/Access Interface to IDMS

ISD has completed an evaluation of

SAS/Access Interface to IDMS and has

decided to purchase this software. It gives

SAS users the ability to retrieve or update
data in IDMS databases. One of the major
reasons for purchasing this is the productiv-

ity gains experienced during the evaluation.

For example, a large Culprit program which
took a user 455 lines of code and 16 hours

to complete took 14 lines of code and 1/2

hour using this product. Database Adminis-
tration also had to define a logical record,

but this was only an additional hour.

Therefore, there were substantial savings in

programmer time. Runtime costs were
nearly identical.

Please check the Miscellaneous Training

section for information on a free demon-
stration.

Graphics direction

ISD is beginning to examine our current

graphics environment and set a direction

for future enhancements. Some immediate

concerns involve generating host graphics

on pc screens, handling scanned images as

well as drawn images, graphics output de-

vices which are necessary, and how to con-

nect everything nicely via our pc and
mainframe networks. If you have any re-

quirements in your agency which could help
us set an appropriate graphics direction,

please call Randy in the Information Center
at 444-2824.

MSUSTA T Statistical Software Removal

The software package MSUSTAT, a statisti-

cal software package acquired from Mon-
tana State University, was removed from
the mainframe early in October. It had
been on the "sunset" list for several years

and hadn't been used by anyone in more
than a year. SAS (Statistical Analysis Sys-

tem) remains on the mainframe as our fully

supported statistical package. If you have
any questions, call Randy Holm in the In-

formation Center at 444-2973.

ACF2-CICS

ACF2 implementation in CICS is currently

in Phase 2 which will allow only ACF2
Logon IDs. You will not be able to use

the old style IDs. If you use CICS and
don't have an ACF2 ID please contact your
security officer as soon as possible. If you
don't know who your security officer is, you
can call the State Security Officer, Jack
Slevin, at 444-2829 for the name of your
agency's officer.

The new LOGON screen has some new
fields and options. The "Transaction" field

has been added to speed up the signon

process by allowing the user to enter the

first transaction code during signon.

With ACF2 it is possible to change your

password directly from the signon screen.

After entering your normal signon informa-

tion, tab down to the "New Password" field
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and enter your new password in the non-

display field.

When you have completed the signon pro-

cess, ACF2 will display 2 or 3 lines of sign-

on information telling you where and when
you last signed on to an ACF2 protected

system. A message with the current termi-

nal ID and "SIGNON COMPLETED" will

appear. You can type your first transaction

at the top of this screen or press CLEAR
to erase it.

One of the biggest differences with ACF2
in CICS is that after 10 minutes of inactivi-

ty at a terminal, ACF2 will require you to

re-enter your password before continuing

with your next transaction. This is to pre-

vent the problem of someone else using

your ID and security when you have left

your desk. When you retype your pass-

word, ACF2 will allow the transaction to

continue as normal.

Additional information about the LOGON
program and other features in CICS are

provided as part of the NEWS transaction.

To use this transaction just type NEWS
after signon is complete.

Microcomputer

Freelance Upgrades

Lotus has just released Freelance 3.01. It

is a lower memory version of 3.0 (100Kb

less) and was released because of user com-
plaints regarding 3.0 memory requirements.

Users often couldn't get Freelance 3.0 to

load concurrently with DOS and their net-

work software because it took too much
memory. Version 3.01 requires 438Kb free

memory to load, but you can choose to run

it using only 415Kb with minor limitations

on the size of your graphics file.

We recommend that you do NOT upgrade

to version 3.0, and we will wait until we

have tested 3.01 to make a recommenda-
tion about it. We have ordered version

3.01 but do not expect to receive it for

about 90 days.

Lotus has also informed us that their strate-

gy is to provide network versions of all

their software, and Freelance is next on the

list. Expect to see an announcement re-

garding a network version of Freelance by

the end of the year.

If you have any questions about Freelance,

call Gale or Melanie in the Information

Center at 444-2973.

WordPerfect 4.2 Training Discontinued

The Information Center will no longer pro-

vide training on WordPerfect 4.2. This

means that anyone receiving training for

WordPerfect will be taught version 5.0.

This is necessary because of the difficulty in

supporting two versions of WordPerfect.

Problem determination support for version

4.2 will continue as long as the expertise

exists in the Information Center.

DOS 4.0

IBM Disk Operating System (DOS) 4.00

provides several enhancements over DOS
3.3. This brief description is a summary of

some of the major enhancements.

DOS 4.0 provides a user shell that may be

used to interact with DOS 4.0 commands
and application files. The ICB feels the

shell system to be the most unimpressive

feature of DOS 4.0. Almost all of the

problems (hang ups etc.) the ICB experi-

enced when using DOS 4.0 were related to

the shell feature. DOS 4.0 users do have

the option of using the command line in-

stead of the shell feature.

Expanded Memory Specification (EMS)
may be used to address memory above the
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640KB limit via extended memory adapt-

ers, provided the applications support the

Lotus/Intel/Microsoft (LIM) specification

version 4.0 and the cpu is an 80386 proces-

sor. This EMS memory is addressed via an

EMS device driver and the appropriate

installed memory. New graphics support

provides greater than 25 lines of text on

EGA & VGA displays with appropriate

capability. This may be set up bia the

mode command supplied in DOS 4.0. DOS
4.0 supports hard disk partitions greater

than 32MB.

DOS 4.0 is upwardly compatible with DOS
3.3. However, after DOS 4.0 is installed

with partitions greater than 32MB, the sys-

tem cannot be booted with DOS 3.3 and

cannot read a partition greater than 32MB.
After booting, memory used by DOS 4.0 is

64KB compared to 41KB for DOS 3.3.

These figures will vary depending on the

configuration files used.

LAN users currently using the PC LAN
Program version 1.23 or older will have to

upgrade to PC LAN 1.3 if using DOS 4.0.

DOS 4.0 and OS/2 Extended Edition 1.1

use the same file structure, making it possi-

ble to access each other's files.

The Information Center Bureau will contin-

ue to provide support for DOS 3.3 and will

increase support for DOS 4.0 as needed.

For additional questions contact Ron Heil-

man of the Information Center Bureau 444-

2973.

Telecommunications

Distance Learning Telecommunication Net-

work

The 1989 Montana Legislature has appro-

priated $500,000 of general fund monies to

the Department of Administration, through

the Telecommunications Bureau of the Di-

vision, to support improved telecommunica-

tions in Montana in support of distance

learning.

House Bill 28, the "School Equalization"

Bill as passed by the special session of the

Montana Legislature this summer and sign-

ed by Governor Stephens, contains

language in support of a "distance learning

telecommunications network." Section 52

of the bill addresses the intent "to promote
the use of distance learning telecommunica-

tions technology for the purposes of

enhancing educational opportunities pro-

vided to students in the Montana public

school system and promoting equal access

by students to those opportunities."

The bill appropriates to the Department
$200,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,

1990, to retain a telecommunications engi-

neering consultant who will work with the

Telecommunications Bureau to identify im-

provements in networks to support distance

learning; a further $300,000 is appropriated

to the Department for the biennium ending

June 30, 1991 to be used for education net-

work implementation and improvements if

a 50% match in funds or equipment is

available from other sources.

A Montana Telecommunications Coopera-

tive will facilitate coordination among other

agencies with the Department of Adminis-

tration in these activities. The Cooperative,

to be chaired jointly by the Superintendent

of Public Instruction and the Commissioner

of Higher Education, will carry forward the

work of the telecommunications task force

of state, local and private organizations

established by the 1987 Legislature under

House Joint Resolution 58.

New Multi-Party Conference Calling

The Telecommunications Bureau recently

installed a new multi-party telephone con-

ference bridge. The Tempo MBX confer-

ence bridge expands and improves tele-

phone conferencing capabilities provided for
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state agency use. Teleconferencing will

allow you to conduct meetings, hearings and

seminars without leaving your office, saving

travel time and expenses.

The Tempo MBX is designed for both op-

erator attended Meet-Me and Dial-Out

conferencing as well as unattended opera-

tion. In addition, there are several new
features that will enhance your Conference

needs. Conference types , features , rates ,

and scheduling procedures are highlighted

below.

Conference Types:

Operator Assisted. The operator will dial

out and establish all conference connec-

tions, insuring that all parties are available

and connected into the conference call.

Unattended Meet-Me. The operator as-

signs a unique Passcode Identification Num-
ber (PIN) to each conference. The confer-

ee calls into the bridge, enters the appro-

priate PIN and, after verification, the bridge

will route the caller to the appropriate con-

ference.

Moderator Meet-Me. The operator can

schedule conference groups and assign a

unique PIN to the moderator of the group.

The moderator calls into the bridge, enters

the appropriate PIN, and the conference

bridge will automatically dial each conferee.

Features:

The Tempo MBX conference bridge is

equipped with new features that will

enhance your conference needs, including

the following:

Secured. The conference leader or any

member of any conference can, at any time,

choose to close the conference by depress-

ing the star (*) button on his/her telephone

to prevent admission of additional confer-

Operator Recall. Any conferee in a confer-

ence can recall the operator to that confer-

ence by momentarily depressing "0" key on

a touch tone telephone.

Audio Tone. The Conference bridge has an

option to provide a tone on entry or exit of

a conferee to/from a conference.

Listen Only. An individual line or an en-

tire conference can be put into a listen only

mode whereby the caller can hear the con-

ference but can not speak into the confer-

ence.

Scheduling:

Conference calls can be scheduled by con-

tacting the Telecommunications Bureau's

conference operators at 444-2511. Confer-

ences should be scheduled at least two
working days in advance to insure availabili-

ty of the bridge. Conferences can be

scheduled on shorter notice, depending on
port capacity of the bridge.

If you have any questions, please do not

hesitate to contact the Conference Opera-

tor at 444-2511.

Miscellaneous

Electronic Mail Reviews

As a part of the Office Systems Architec-

ture development, the Information Center

is currently in the process of evaluating

enterprise electronic mail systems. Our
plan is to review LAN based mail systems

which also have a mainframe (terminal)

counterpart. We will also review LAN pro-

ducts which do not have a mainframe coun-

terpart but have the possibility of providing

connectivity through a third party supplier.

Systems to provide terminal based e-mail

capabilities with connectivity to LANs pro-

vided by a third party supplier will also be

reviewed.
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Below are the products which will be evaluated over the next six months.

Mainframe Products, LAN Counterpart Lan Products, 3rd Party Connectivity

EMC2 & EMC2/LAN CGMail
SYSM & SYSM/LAN Network Courier
Indisy & Indisy/LAN Word Perfect Office

perhaps Office Vision and Office Vision/LAN

MDPA Foil Meeting

The Annual Fall Meeting of the Montana Data Processing Association will be held in Missoula

on November 17 and 18 at the Holiday Inn. The theme of the meeting will be "Networks - A
Practical Guide".

Some of the topics discusssed at this meeting will be: Installation of an IBM Network; Office

Automation in an IBM PC environment; WordPerfect Office Demonstration; Network
Applications Support for Multi-Vendor Office Environments; Panel Discussion on Data Securi-

ty (DEC, IBM and APPLE); and Installing a Network - A User's Perspective.

If you are interested in attending this year's MDPA Meeting or need information regarding
times and costs, you can get a Preregistration form from the Information Center or call us at

444-2973.

If you have any questions or need further information, contact Spencer Manlove at 243-2883
(Missoula) or DeForest Rail at 994-4873 (Bozeman).

Electronic News & Views?

Several respondents to our agency survey of subscription services indicated an interest in

receiving News & Views electronically. Please help us judge the feasability of this by

completing the following survey. Return the survey by December 1, 1989 to:

Sandi Coyle, Department of Administration/Information Services Division, Information Center
Bureau, Room 24, Mitchell Building, Helena, Montana 59620

I use Disoss/Personal Services/PC and would like to receive my copy of News & Views
through my electronic mail.

If News & Views was available on an electronic bulletin board, I would use my agency's

dial-up capabilities to receive the newsletter.

If News & Views was available through the state Data Network, I would use my
connections to ISD's mainframe to read the newsletter.

Other ideas:

Name: _
Div/Bur:

Agency:

Phone:
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Information Services Mailing List Update

We are in the process once again of updating our mailing list. Please send any corrections

you may have as soon as possible. Below is the form used by our office. Feel free to copy

the form if you need more. If you have any questions regarding this, call Sandi Coyle at 444-

3086.

** ** ISD MAILING LIST UPDATE FORM ** **

PLEASE CIRCLE ONE: ADD CHANGE DELETE

N&V:_ PROGRAMMER:_ DATABASE:_ STATISTICAL:_

LAST NAME:

FIRST NAME:

TITLE:

AGENCY:

DIV. BUR:

ADDRESS: .

CITY:

STATE: ZIP:

DISTRIBUTION TYPE: B=BOX ISD BOX NUMBER:_
D=DEADHEAD
M-MAIL

NOTICE: The first line of your address label lists the categories we use for mailings. An X
indicates that you are currently marked to receive that type of information. A DESCRIPTION
FOR EACH CATEGORY IS AS FOLLOWS:

NV (N&V) = NEWS & VIEWS
PRG (PROGRAMMER) = MAINFRAME UPDATES
DB (DATABASE) = MAINFRAME DATABASE UPDATES (IDMS)
ST (STATISTICAL) = MAINFRAME AND PC SAS USERS
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Term Contract Status

Hewlett Packard Laser Printers

Purchasing Division has made an award determination on the IFB for Hewlett Packard Laser
Printers. The new state laser term contract for Oregon Digital is being prepared for distribu-

tion to agencies.

Renewals of Existing Term Contracts

Maintenance Contracts

The IBM Maintenance term contract number 190-B, covering IBM hardware, has been
extended through October 31, 1990. Current prices are included in the final pages of the IBM
hardware term contract, number 202-B.

A new maintenance vendor, Computer Systems & Maintenance (CSM) has been selected for

Acer and Zenith products , as well as a variety of other PC and printer items. The new term
contract will be distributed to agencies shortly.

Agencies currently under maintenance agreements agreements with Tech Services may receive
invoices which serve to advance bill agencies for a subsequent maintenance year. Agencies
not electing to renew these orders, must write a letter of cancellation to Tech Services
notifying them of the change.

Hardware Contracts

Acer and Zenith hardware term contracts expired October 31, 1989. Both contracts have had
their final option year exercised, with renewals effective November 1, 1989. New contracts
with some revised terms and conditions will be distributed to agencies November 1989. Please
take time to review revised contract terms.

Valcom has not extended their state term contract for Okidata printers. An IFB for Okidata
printers is under review for issuance and award November 1989.

Zenith Announcements

Zenith's renewal contract will reflect several new models of portable PC's, including units

which come standard with VGA graphics, and a new SupersPort SX.

The Zenith renewal contract will also reflect several price decreases.

When ordering Zenith products utilizing state term contracts, please cite Computer Systems
and Maintenance (CSM) as the initial "Ship to:" address . (The agency address should be
included as final shipping point.) CSM is responsible for installing "factory install" components
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at no charge, and for verifying the performance of the system before delivering the unit to the

purchasing agency. The CSM address is as follows:

Computer Systems and Maintenance

900 Technology Blvd. West
Bozeman, MT 59715

IBM Announcements

IBM has announced new products, product changes, and price changes. The significant items

are set forth below. A one page summary of IBM term contract changes will be released with

the Acer and Zenith renewals in November.

SYSTEMS
Model/FC

8570-061

8570-A61

8570-E61

8570-121

8580-311

8530-021

8530-E01

8530-E21

8530-E31

PRINTERS
Model/FC

PS/2 Model 70 60MB 20Mhz
PS/2 Model 70 60MB 25Mhz
PS/2 Model 70 60MB 16Mhz 2MB RAM
PS/2 Model 70 120MB 20Mhz
PS/2 Model 80 314MB 20Mhz
PS/2 Model 30-20MB Disk

PS/2 Model 30 286-1.44 Fl 1 MB RAM
PS/2 Model 30 286-20MB 1 MB RAM
PS/2 Model 30 286-30MB 1 MB RAM

4201-003 Proprinter III 65-320cps 7k 8"

4202-002 Proprinter XL 40-240cps 14"

DOS LICENSES *

Model/FC

8572-AAA/0648 Addit'l Lie DOS vers 3.3

8571-AAA/1423 Addit'l Lie DOS vers 4.0

Term K

$3825.00

5541.00

3626.70

4221.00

7455.00

1488.00

1316.70

1614.00

1713.00

Term K

$474.00

547.00

$70.00

$77.00

Up-grade

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Up-grade

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

* REMINDER: DOS Additional Licenses, priced below the cost of the original software

license, are available from IBM. Purchasing an additional licensed from IBM gives the agency

the authority to make one copy of the previously purchased software. The Additional License

comes with no documentation or deliverable. Verification of authority to copy is satisfied by

the Purchase Order and paid invoice.

When making an IBM Warranty Service or Maintenance Call , please realize IBM dispatch

procedures have changed. To accommodate users from the state who have complained of

lengthy question and answer discussions with dispatch before obtaining results, IBM no longer

requires dispatch personnel to verify that an agency's failed equipment is under warranty, or

covered by a maintenance contract. It is the responsibility of the agency to maintain these re-
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cords, and for verification purposes, to ask the dispatch person to verify the warranty or

maintenance statue of the serial numberfs). If IBM fixes a machine which is not under
maintenance or warranty the agency will be billed for the cost of repair. To avoid any

misunderstanding, please verify maintenance eligibility prior to authorizing repair.

If an agency is in doubt in any vendor repair situation, agencies should always ask for a

written price estimate in advance, for the cost of the needed repair.

Feature

History and Direction of ISD's Office Automation

ISD's start with office automation and personal computers began in the early 1980's (before

personal computers), when we tried to automate internally using mainframe tools like ATMS
word processing. Those tools were well used by trained clerical staff but not useful to most
professionals and managers (even if they had a terminal) due to their complexity.

About 1983 the telecommunications group (then a separate division) began using microcom-
puters, with CP/M and Wordstar, for some professionals as well as clerical staff. In addition,

the systems development group began looking at microcomputers (primarily DOS based) as a

more general solution to office problems for state agencies. Internally microcomputers were
still only purchased and used for support of other agencies.

By 1985 microcomputers began to trickle into all parts of ISD for individual needs. For
example, one person wanted to draft reports, another to do spreadsheets, etc. A division wide
study was undertaken to propel ISD on a coordinated direction. The study was successful at

standardizing the division on DOS based microcomputers. When the Department of Adminis-
tration developed software standards ISD followed using Word Perfect, Lotus, Personal Man-
ager (calendar) and Personal Services/PC (electronic mail). The study, however, did not move
ISD into new ways of coordinating and using automation. Each bureau and unit remained on
a course of purchasing microcomputers to solve local problems.

Recent Direction

By early 1989 it was again realized that there was a need to evaluate division direction as a

whole. ISD had, or had plans to purchase, microcomputers for almost 100 of its 135

employees. Three bureaus had Token Ring networks on two different network operating

systems (Novell and PC LAN). The administrative office and the fourth bureau were
gradually being hooked into the Information Center network. This caused problems as the

Info Center network was continually being used to experiment and was not as reliable as the

other bureaus needed. The need to migrate to Word Perfect 5.0 posed a significant problem
since we had a varied mixture of standalone and network copies and nobody was sure quite
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where they all were or how many we had. Also Word Perfect 5.0 meant we had to end our

dependence with non-dedicated servers and purchase dedicated machines on each LAN.

In March 1989, ISD management took a look at the issue of coordination of microcomputer

and automation resources. Because ISD owns and has tremendous expertise on the State

mainframe, previous direction for division data processing systems was to use the mainframe.

That direction was left intact. In addition it was decided that we had neither the time or the

resources to embark on a "systems analysis" of our office information flow. However, we did

have a need to begin building a technical infrastructure that could support and be flexible as

our office information flow needs changed.

ISD management quickly decided that shared resources were necessary and desirable. After

significant debate it was decided that our expertise in LANs and our investment in microcom-

puters was so significant that a microcomputer based LAN solution was more desirable than a

minicomputer solution at this time. After more discussion, we decided that control of these

shared resources should be done at the division level. Participation by the bureaus would be

mandatory for all shared resources unless they could not meet that bureau's needs. Work-

stations, however, would be left to each bureau to plan, equip, and acquire.

The advantages seen to taking this direction included:

1. No need to develop skilled expertise in each bureau.

2. Less dedicated staff time in each bureau to design, upgrade and maintain their mi-

crocomputers.

3. Specialized peripherals (plotters, modems, laser printers, etc..) can be available division

wide.

4. Software budget could be saved by using LAN versions division wide (est $6000 - $10,000

per year). Hardware costs were generally thought to be equal whether each bureau

automated or whether the division centralized.

5. By forcing ourselves to build one shared system, all of ISD's units and staff would have to

learn to deal with the tradeoff issues involved in networks, microcomputers and mainframe

computing. Hopefully the result would be a model network that balanced everyone's

needs.

The disadvantages to this direction were:

1. Bureau control of availability, configuration and budget dollars was loosened (decisions to

upgrade, etc... were made in everyone's interest, not just a specific work unit or bureaus).

We estimated that availability could be better with one central, properly equipped network

than each bureau was currently achieving, but not as good as if they all had optimally

configured networks (ie. dedicated servers on UPS, etc.).

2. Security had to be implemented in software, because physical isolation no longer meant

data security.

3. The division had to set up a central support unit.
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Division Lan Implementation

Between May and August, ISD implemented a single shared division LAN consisting of two

token rings. One ring is on the second floor of the Mitchell Building (Telecommunications

and Systems Development Bureaus) and consists of about 40 workstations, and one is in the

basement of the Mitchell Building (Operations, Information Center and the Administrative

Unit) and consists of about 60 workstations. These rings are running on type 3 twisted pair

wiring and are connected into one logical ring by a dedicated IBM AT bridge.

Mainframe access is available to anyone on the ring by using Attachmate 3270 software (either

low memory or full function, multisession) through 3174 mainframe communications controller

on the basement ring. This eliminates the need for coax cable to each workstation, freeing up

several controllers. (A few individuals kept coax for testing and backup connection purposes).

We have not had availability or performance problems with this gateway.

In addition to the gateway the division also has 5 shared servers with significant growth

potential. The servers run under OS/2 using OS/2 Lan Server as the network operating

system. The key server is called the Domain Controller and is located on the basement ring

and on the mainframe UPS in the computer room. It is an IBM model 80 with two 315 MB
hard disk drives. It handles all security and resource allocation for the network as well as

having WordPerfect and R:Base for DOS applications, and data and documents shared across

the entire division. No resources or privileges are granted to any user for any server on the

network without logging on to this machine. Once logged on, however, they may or may not

use anything else on this server. A second server in the computer room on the UPS is called

the Development Server and is a model 80 with a 115 MB disk. It has R:Base for DOS,
R:Base for OS/2, the R:Base compiler, PC-SAS, and Revelation database on it as well as

application code under development by programmers. It was separated from the domain

controller so that the availability and performance impact of program development on the PC
did not effect the general office user.

In addition each of the three bureaus that previously had a network has a server of their own.

That server is typically only available to their staff (although it can be defined to anyone).

This server handles a shared printer(s) for the bureau, any shared applications that are

specific to that bureau, and provides a degree of security for data that they wish to keep

under local control. For example the Information Center server runs old copies of programs

that we still support (Word Perfect 4.2, for example), but the division doesn't use. Two of

these bureau servers are model 70's with 120 MB of hard disk and one is a model 80 with 70

MB.

The total of about 100 workstations across this network are all currently DOS workstations

(mostly version 3.3). They run PC Lan program 1.32 to connect to the servers. Nearly all use

WordPerfect from the Domain Controller. In addition many use Attachmate, Lotus 1-2-3,

Personal Services/PC as well as other programs locally. Most store their data locally. Some
have local draft printers, but many do not. The workstations are a mixture of IBM XT, AT,
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PS/2 model 30, 50, 55, 70, and 80's as well as a few Compaq, Zenith, Acer, and Zenith

portables.

In addition the network supports two servers that are generally available only for support and

evaluation work in the Information Center running both Novell and OS/2 Lan Server. These

servers are accessible to a user only by rebooting, however.

Why did we go this direction technically??

Generally the reason we have what we do for automation is that these are the products that

the Information Center has established as state standards. (And secondly that the Department

of Administration has standardized on for internal use.) This is true of the IBM, Acer and

Zenith PC's, WordPerfect, R:Base, Lotus 1-2-3, Person Services/PC, Attachmate, DOS, and

PC-SAS. It is not true for the OS/2 LAN Server Operating System. The Information Center

supports only Novell Netware and PC-LAN 1.3 as network operating systems at this time.

Why OS/2 Lan Server? First, most of the division was PC-LAN users and by using Lan

Server, they could continue with a familiar product. PC-LAN program as a server is getting

old and is really functionally replaced by Lan Server. Lan Server is also likely to be a

significant market factor because it is a Microsoft/IBM OS/2 operating system component.

ISD believes that we need to be at the forefront in evaluating this new direction because it is

both significant and expensive. Second, ISD believes that our network (and those of other

agencies) need to be connected in a statewide backbone for resource sharing and diagnostics.

At the time we made the decision to make ourselves the "guinea pig" for this new technology,

Novell was not delivering products consistent with our vision of this network. Third, the Lan
Server Domain concept fit especially well with the needs that we had identified for multiple

servers coordinated centrally, but located and administered locally. Novell could accomplish

the same end, but not as cleanly.

What did we give up by not using Novell? Primarily we gave up using a stable, mature

operating environment that has a wide range of capabilities available for it as well as a

significant local and national knowledge base on what it can do, how it works, and how to fix

it. Instead, we became an experimental site for a new product with no local expertise and few

national installations.

How did it go? We had one incredible month of hard work and difficulties, angry users and

frustrated support staff, in June. Planning, with IBM's help in May went smoothly - right up

to the June cut over. One month later things settled back to normal. Support staff began to

recover and users began to trust the network. Without special arrangements for high level

planning and problem resolution with IBM developers, we probably would not have succeeded.

We did however, begin developing our own internal support capabilities.
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How does this affect our support for agencies?

Although we learned a lot about Lan Server we still have problems and questions? How will

it function under a serious load? Over a long period of time? When can we crosstrain

support staff so that they know and understand it? Will it be a significant market factor in

the future? By being the "guinea pig" we hope to be there to learn first hand as it succeeds

and/or fails. In addition, as agencies outgrow PC LAN, we will better be able to help them

with the decision between an IBM upgrade (to Lan Server) or a switch to Novell.

Where do we think Novell Netware is going? Today Novell remains the most stable, mature

networking environment supported by the state. Promises from Novell indicate that in the

future they will offer even more ways of integrating with the backbone and diagnostic

directions as well as unbundling some of the technical hooks in their product line that don't

allow us the freedom to integrate competitors products as much as we would like. We believe

that Novell will keep these promises and remain a strong and key player in the state envi-

ronment.

If Novell remains strong and Lan Server matures and becomes a significant state and national

environment, then what? Then the state will be faced with the rather pleasant choice of using

2 environments, or choosing the best of 2 strong candidates. However, if either product loses

long term viability (which is certainly possible), we believe that ISD (and the state in general)

would then be in an optimum position to make the decision to leave that product and

standardize on the better system.

How do we administer our LAN?

Design/Configuration. The Information Center is in charge of both the technical design of the

network (to meet all bureaus requirements) and the determination of which groups should

have what resource responsibilities. The bureau chiefs and division administrator review and

approve significant directions.

Support. Each bureau has appointed a professional staff member as a liaison to a division

"user" group. That person relays bureau concerns and requirements and does beginning to

intermediate level problem solving for the bureau. Information Center staff provide training

and backup for those liaisons. In addition each bureau provides clerical staff for operational

responsibilities such as supplies, printer attendance and backups. The Operations Bureau

provides staff support for the division wide servers.

Backups. Currently, backups are done to diskette using DOS backup on each of the servers.

Individuals are responsible for their own hard disks. We are investigating using DOS backup

to transfer all hard disks to the extra 314 MB disk on the Domain Controller and then

copying that backup file to mainframe tape. If that doesn't work, we will likely end up with

tape backup on each server.
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Disk Management. Program code is managed by the Information Center on the shared

servers and by each bureau on their own server. Each bureau or work unit has subdirectories

on one or more machines with assigned management responsibility. No rules or procedures

have been adopted to date.

Security/Resource Allocation. This function is centralized in one individual (who also handles

ACF2/TSO permissions). Logon I.D.'s are issued that are identical to staffs ACF2 I.D.'s.

Resources are then made available to that I.D. based on the request from the bureau

representative of what is needed.

Diagnostics. Ring diagnostics are primarily done by network control staff. Diagnostics on

workstations and servers are primarily done by ICB staff. We do try to use our own environ-

ment as a way of achieving some crosstraining between these groups.

WJwt do we plan for the future?

Backbone. Our first significant addition to this network is the insertion of a backbone ring

between the basement ring and the second floor ring. Division wide shared resources (the

3174 for mainframe connection and the 2 shared servers) will go on this ring. Each of the

other rings will connect to it through a bridge. This will concentrate traffic for those resources

on a separate ring rather than loading the basement ring with all server traffic. Initially this

ring will be type 1 twisted pair at 4 MBPS and should be in place in the fall.

Over the next 6-12 months we hope to upgrade the ring to 16 MBPS fiber optic and begin

adding other agencies to the ring. This would give them access to the ISD mainframe

connection and to ISD PC development software like TAB. We also plan on trying to

upgrade the mainframe connection to handle higher volume and speeds. The backbone will

also connect different agency rings like we will be using to connect our two different floors.

In the more distant future we may be able to make services like modem pools, plotters and

color/high speed laser printers available.

Diagnostics. We plan to add PC LAN management to the backbone ring to extend diagnos-

tics services to all connected rings. In addition we will be working to include this with the

SNA network diagnostics to provide one comprehensive problem determination and diagnostic-

system to all state workstations.

Other Hardware Resources. We will look at adding shared scanners, modems, fax machines

and plotters as well as new color laser printers when the technologies are available at

reasonable prices and we have staff available.

Other Shared Software. We plan on implementing the network versions of Lotus 3.0 and 2.2

this fall. In addition we are evaluating LAN based e-mail to replace PS/PC in many cases.

Future software additions we would hope to have include LAN based 3270 software (like

Attachmate) and graphics packages (like Freelance).
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Computer Based Training Resources

In the survey mentioned in the editorial, some comments were made regarding our Computer
Based Training library. Many people did not realize that one existed. The following pages
contain a list of the videos, tutorials and books we have available for loan. If you would like

to check one out, please call Sandi at 444-3086.

Tutorials

LAN Administrator's Kit (audio and diskette based) - This tutorial takes a person through
a 10-step process required for the successful planning, implementation and management of
a local area network.

The Instructor (diskette based) - Introduction to PC hardware, operating system, software

application programs and some keyboarding skills, including a cursor control speed game.
This tutorial may be used as a prerequisite for many of our classes.

Typing Instructor (diskette based) - Improve keyboarding (typing) skills in a short time.

AJso good for increasing speed.

Training for PC-DOS Version 3.X (diskette based) - Good coverage of commands
(diskcopy, format, copy, etc.) and tree-structured directories. Batch files also covered.

Recommend some PC experience before taking.

DOS: Hard & Floppy Disk Users (3 video set) - Same information covered as above.

Designed for beginning users of computers. This tutorial covers many aspects of DOS -

beginning through advanced.

DisplayWrite 4 (diskette) - We have two tutorials, beginning and advanced. Both cover
detailed information on DisplayWrite 4. Very complete accompanying manual. Some PC
experience preferred, not necessary. We always check out both tutorials together.

Teach Yourself WordPerfect 4.2 (diskette) - Basic creating, editing and printing. Advanced
features such as columns, spell check, table of contents, index also covered. Okay for PC
novices.

How to Use WordPerfect 5 (audio) - This 4-volume tape set covers all basics through
advanced features of WordPerfect version 5.0. One side of a tape is designed for hard
disk users and the other for floppy disk users.
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Lotus 1-2-3 (video) - This 5-moduIe set is an excellent way of learning Lotus 1-2-3 at your

pace. Each module covers different features of 123. Module l = Basic Introduction,

Module 2=Creating a Spreadsheet, Module 3=Graphic and Database Management,

Module 4 = Macros and Module 5=Advanced Functions and Spreadsheet Design.

R:Base System V (diskette) - Show you how to define a database, enter information, query

a database, extract information from more than one table, design and use an entry form,

create and print a report, and develop an Application EXPRESS.

Turbo Pascal Tutor (diskette) - Gives background on computers and computer program-

ming. Provides basic elements of Pascal programming and Turbo Pascal in particular.

Freelance Demonstration (diskette) - This demonstration is good if you would like to get

an idea of what Freelance is. It shows the basics of using Lotus' Freelance graphics

package.

Total Project Manager (diskette) - This program allows people to plan out a project;

allocate people and resources, cost analysis, project progress, etc.

Videos

WordPerfect: 7 Easy Steps - This video is designed for in-experienced users. It takes

people through the 7 basic steps needed to work with WordPerfect. It was created for use

with version 4.2 but could be easily adapted for version 5.0.

Intro to WordPerfect 4.2 and 5.0 - This tape quickly explains the basics of using WordPer-

fect. This video can be used for 4.2 or 5.0.

WordPerfect 5.0 Overview - This video briefly explains the major difference between

WordPerfect 4.2 and 5.0. Not recommended for brand new users to WordPerfect.

Computer Security - This video is designed to help people recognize ways in which

computer crimes can be committed, what steps to take to protect valuable information

from loss, theft or damage and how to enforce computer security plans.

Books

Disk Operating System-User's Guide-IBM-by Microsoft Corp. - This is Version 2.10. It is

a step-by-step guide on how to use the more frequently used DOS commands. Also

contains a list of common DOS messages you may get.

Editing Your Newsletter-How to Produce an Effective Publication -This book is a good

overview on planning and producing a newsletter.
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Decision Support-Software for the IBM PC-Lotus Edition-This book is intended to help the

student understand the two software approaches using small scale systems as the vehicle.

Using PC DOS: Version 3-This book has four parts: Part I is for the new user, Part II is

for the novice to intermediate computer user, Part III helps discover the power of DOS
and master its use and Part IV is the DOS Command Reference.

Office Automation-Concepts, Technologies and Issues-This book is divided into three major
sections. Section 1 deals with office automation and the nature of the office itself. Section

2 covers office technologies. Section 3 addresses the important issues of planning and

implementation.

Data Base Management System-A Guide to Microcomputer Software-This book defines the

capabilities of the three categories of Data Base Management. It provides criteria for

evaluating Data Base software.

Design Principles for Desktop Publishers-This book will guide you through the steps of

designing a document. It also will discuss the five basic concepts of page design,

typography, choosing the most appropriate typeface and size of type and when to use

illustrations, borders, photography, charts and graphs.

Desktop Publishing with WordPerfect-This book will help teach you to use WordPerfect 5.0

to produce better looking documents. It will help you to become acquainted with

Wordperfect new Desktop Publishing features.

Looking Good In Print-Section one introduces you to the basic building blocks of design.

Section two features valuable "design makeovers". Section three address your specific

project, including tips and tricks for improving: newsletters, brochures, advertisements,

newspapers and user manuals and technical documentation.

PC DOS-Using the IBM PC Operating System-This book is a self-teaching guide that is

setup to help you learn its operating system and to develop a useful set of skills.

1-2-3 Tips, Tricks, and Traps-This book is a nitty-gritty how to book, full of tips, tricks and

traps that is aimed directly at practical problems you may encounter while using 1-2-3.

1-2-3 For Business-This book is applications for the integrated electronic spreadsheet

program. It presents 14 applications that will show you creative ways to use 1-2-3 in

business and at home. These applications range from simple to complex and covers topics

from budgeting to managing accounts receivable.

The Hidden Power of Lotus 1-2-3: Using Macros-This book deals with the power of 1-2-3

that is available with macros. From simple things like controlling worksheet posting and
printing to sophisticated applications like small business accounting.
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WordPerfect Series 5 Edition-The Complete Reference-This book is good for all WordPer-

fect Version 5 users. It explains every feature from key, menu, prompt and error

messages. It great for both beginners to pros.

WordPerfect-Secrets, Solutions, Shortcuts-This book is good if you want to know how to

use WordPerfect superior features. It is good for both beginners and advanced users. It is

divided into three comprehensive sections: basic features, advanced features and practical

applications.
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Training Information

All classes will be held in Room 25 of the Mitchell Building and there will be a limit of 12

participants per class, unless otherwise announced. Demonstrations (minis) will also be held in

Room 25 but the limit will be 20 participants.

NOTE: Due to the overwhelming amount of people calling to make reservations for a class,

we have found we can't keep up with them. Effective immediately, we will require the

Application for Enrollment form to be sent in. We will still reserve places in a class over the

telephone, but the form must be sent to us. The cost of the classes are as follows:

Class Name
Basic Terminal Skills

Introduction to JCL
Culprit for Programmers

Culprit Programming for IDMS
Personal Services/PC

Personal Manager

Beginning Microcomputer Skills

Fundamentals of DOS
Intermediate DOS
Introduction to WordPerfect 5.0

Advanced WordPerfect 5.0

Conversion WordPerfect 4.2 to 5.0

* Introduction to Lotus 1-2-3

* Advanced Lotus 1-2-3

* Spreadsheet Design and Documentation
* Intro, to Macros for Lotus 123

* Intermediate Macros for Lotus 123

* Advanced Macros for Lotus 1-2-3

* Introduction fo Lotus 1-2-3 Databases
* Micro Database Concepts and Design
* Beginning R:Base for DOS
* Intermediate R:Base for DOS

PFS:Professional File

Freelance

Using Novell Network

Demonstrations

* New rates as of January 1, 1990
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Training Calendar

Data Network Classes

Nov 15 am
Nov 15 pm
Nov 16 am
Nov 28 am
Dec 4 am
Dec 12 pm
Jan 8-9, 1990

Jan 17

Jan 22-25

Personal Services/PC

Personal Manager

Using the IBM PC LAN Program

Use of Panvalet

State Telephone Training

SAS/Access to IDMS
Culprit for IDMS
Basic Terminal Skills

Introduction to SAS

Microcomputer Classes

Nov 20 & 21 am
Nov 27

Nov 29

Dec 1 am
Dec 6 & 7

Dec 13

Dec 18

Jan 11 & 12 am, 1990

Jan 15 & 16

Jan 18 & 19 am
Jan 26

Jan 29

Jan 30

Jan 31 & Feb 1

Advanced WordPerfect 5.0

Beginning Microcomputer Skills

Intermediate DOS
WordPerfect 5.0 Tips and Tricks - Demo
Lotus 123 Database

Beginning Microcomputer Skills

Conversion of WordPerfect 4.2 to 5.0

Introduction to WordPerfect 5.0

Introduction to Lotus 1-2-3 Rel. 2.2

Advanced WordPerfect 5.0

PFS Version 2.0

Beginning Microcomputer Skills

Fundamentals of DOS
Introduction to Lotus 1-2-3 Rel 3.0
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New Classes

CULPRIT PROGRAMMING FOR IDMS

This is a new class developed specifically for using Culprit with IDMS. Some of the topics

included in the class are: navigation using PATH statements; automatic retrieval of records;

checking IDMS path-ids and IDMS status; and using key files to access a database. Please

check Data Network Class section for further details .

INTRODUCTION TO LOTUS

With the recent announcement of Lotus Corporation's distribution of Lotus 1-2-3 Rel. 2.2 and

3.0, the Information Center has developed two new classes, "Introduction to Lotus 1-2-3 Rel

2.2" and "Introduction to Lotus 1-2-3 Rel 3.0". Each class is an introductory course, designed

for those people new to the Lotus 1-2-3 program.

Check the Spreadsheet Class section for further details.

Also, watch the January News & Views training schedule for two new classes. These classes

will be designed for people converting from Lotus 1-2-3 Rel. 2.01 to either version 2.2 or 3.0.

Miscellaneous Training

USE OF PANVALET: Presented by Jeff Holm of the Information Center.

DATE: November 28, 1989

TIME: 8:30 am to 10:30 am

Panvalet is a mainframe tool commonly used to maintain libraries of application program

source code. This class will cover how to perform all of the Panvalet functions available on

the Panvalet SPF menu. In addition, it will cover how to use CLISTS to perform library

maintenance; naming conventions and library usage; and batch utilities available for functions

such as setting library security, producing cross-reference reports and directory listings of

library members, and library scans for unique text strings.
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SAS/ACCESS TO IDMS: presented by Randy Holm of the Information Center

DATE: December 12, 1989

TIME: 1:15 pm to 2:30 pm

SAS/Access gives SAS users the ability to retrieve or update data in IDMS databases. SAS
users no longer need to write Culprit or Cobol programs to access their database, thus

eliminating a time-consuming step. This free class will demonstrate how to use SAS/Access in

batch or online mode.

WORDPERFECT 5.0 TIPS AND TRICKS: presented by Melanie Coughlin of the Information

Center

DATE: December 1, 1989

TIME: 9:00 am to 11:00 am

This free session demonstrates tips on editing, block, move, tabs, keyboard, merging and

graphics. Bring a blank formatted disk to the session to receive a copy of some timesaving

WordPerfect macros and style sheets.

Data Network Classes

USING PERSONAL SERVICES/PC (PS/PC): presented by Melanie Coughlin or Gale

Kramlick of the Information Center

DATE: November 15, 1989

TIME: 8:30 am to 11:30 am
PREREQUISITE: Beginning Microcomputer Skills and experience with WordPerfect

PS/PC allows you to electronically send and receive messages or files. A document created by

WordPerfect can be distributed to any other person also using PS/PC by going through

DISOSS on the state's mainframe.

To use PS/PC you must have the Personal Services/PC software, the IBM PC 3270 Emulation

Program and adapter, and a coaxial cable or phone line connecting your PC to the mainframe.
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PERSONAL MANAGER (PM): presented by Wendy Wheeler of the Information Center

DATE: November 15, 1989

TIME: 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm
PREREQUISITE: Beginning Microcomputer Skills or Basic Terminal Skills

Personal Manager is a calendaring product available through the Division's mainframe. It is

used for scheduling meetings (for yourself and others) and vacations, reserving resources like

conference rooms, and even taking telephone messages.

BASIC TERMINAL SKILLS: presented by Jane Black Eagle of the Information Center

DATE: January 17, 1990

TIME: 8:30 am to 4:00 pm
PREREQUISITE: 3270nd (interactive class on terminal operation)

BASIC TERMINAL SKILLS is a hands-on workshop to provide experience using computer
terminals and the SPF editor. The SPF editor is an easy-to-learn menu used to enter data

and programs into the State of Montana central computer system. Entering data, changing

data and submitting programs for execution are covered in detail. Also covered are SPF's

utility functions and how to track job output.

This course is essential for state government personnel using terminals tied into the State of

Montana central computer. This course is a prerequisite for many other ISD classes.

CULPRIT PROGRAMMING FOR IDMS: presented by Jeff Holm of the Information Center.

DATE: January 8 and 9, 1990

TIME: 8:30 - 4:30

PREREQUISITE: Introduction to Culprit Programming, or Culprit programming

experience using sequential files. Knowledge of IDMS database

structure and access is recommended.

This class will cover how to use Culprit report writer to access an IDMS database. Topics will

include database navigation using the PATH statement to allow Culprit to automatically

retrieve the records, and by using DB-EXIT to code your own database record lookups; how
to check path-ids and IDMS status; how to use key files to access the database; and tips on

the most efficient way to navigate an IDMS database. If you do not have IDMS database

experience, introductory materials on IDMS databases are available by calling Jeff at 444-

2072.
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INTRODUCTION TO SAS: presented by Randy Holm of the Information Center

This course has been designed in a modular fashion to accommodate both mainframe and PC

SAS users. New SAS users will want to take modules 1 & 3 (mainframe) or 2 & 3 (pc).

Modules 4 and 5 are optional and intended only for users interested in those specific features.

DATE&
TIME

Jan 22, 8:30-10:30 Module 1, Running mainframe SAS
(JCL, Display Manager, etc)

10:45-12:00 Module 2, Running PC/SAS

Jan 22, 1:00- 4:30

Jan 23, 8:30- 4:30

Jan 24, 8:30- 4:30

Jan 25, 8:30-12:00

1:00- 4:30

Module 3, Intro to SAS for main-

frame and pc users

Module 4, SAS Micro-to-Host Link

Module 5, Designing online applications

using SAS/FSP (Full Screen Product),

taught on mainframe only.

PREREQUISITES: Depends on modules selected.

Mainframe SAS:

PC SAS:

Basic Terminal Skills, TSO
logon ID, TSO library.

Basic Microcomputer Skills

Although SAS stands for Statistical Analysis System, it is a very powerful general purpose tool

for data analysis (not just statistics). It can be used to capture, edit, and report data. In just

a few minutes, one can design and program a full screen data entry application for a terminal

using SAS/FSP. Reports and statistical procedures can be coded to summarize and print the

information entered.

This course is intended to teach the basics of SAS as a general tool and its use to prepare

data for analysis by SAS statistical procedures. Throughout the class period, students will

develop and program a variety of SAS features, including basic statistical procedures. The

class does not attempt to teach statistics and prior knowledge of statistics is not necessary.

Prices for the SAS Modules: Module 1 = $ 25.00

Module 2 = $ 25.00

Module 3 = $125.00

Module 4 = $ 25.00

Module 5 = $ 25.00
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Microcomputer Classes

BEGINNING MICROCOMPUTER SKILLS: presented by the staff of the Information Center

DATE: November 27, 1989

December 13, 1989

January 29, 1990

TIME: 8:15 am to 4:30 pm each day

PREREQUISITE: None

This course will give participants brief hands-on experience with microcomputers. Topics to

be covered:

The machine

The operating system

Word processing

Spreadsheets and graphics

File management
Communications

All class time will be spent using microcomputers and software. The participant will learn

what microcomputers can do and how to approach them with a positive attitude. This course
or its equivalent is a prerequisite for other microcomputer courses.

FUNDAMENTALS OF DOS: presented by the staff of the Information Center

DATE: January 30, 1990

TIME: 8:30 am to 4:30 am
PREREQUISITE: Beginning Micro Skills and/or 3 months micro experience

FUNDAMENTALS OF DOS is intended for microcomputer users who need to know more
about controlling their microcomputer through its operating system. Programming experience

is NOT required.

Topics to be covered include: What is DOS? Why is it necessary to know about it?; DOS
names for peripherals; File naming; Special files like CONFIG.SYS; Internal commands -

DIR, ERASE, RENAME, TYPE, COPY and their variations; External commands -

FORMAT, SYS, DISKCOPY, CHKDSK, MODE; How to interpret batch files; and Backup
procedures
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INTERMEDIATE DOS: presented by the staff of the Information Center

DATE: November 29, 1989

TIME: 8:30 am to 4:30 pm
PREREQUISITE: Fundamentals of DOS or appropriate experience

This class is designed to follow the Information Center's "Fundamentals of DOS" class. It is

not designed for programmers and does not intend to teach all the advanced features of the

operating system.

The topics that are covered in "Intermediate DOS" are:

ATTRIB MODE
DISKCOMP SELECT
REPLACE LABEL
JOIN XCOPY

Other features of the Disk Operating System that will be discussed are:

Filters (FIND, MORE)
Batch File Creation (EDLIN, Batch file commands)

If you have any questions, please contact the Information Center at 444-2973.

Word Processing Classes

CONVERSION OF WORDPERFECT 4.2 TO 5.0: presented by Melanie Coughlin of the

Information Center

DATE: December 18, 1989

TIME: 8:30 am to 4:30 pm
PREREQUISITE: Beginning Microcomputer Skills, Introduction to WordPerfect

This class is designed for people in the process of converting from WordPerfect 4.2 to 5.0.

Topics of the will cover basic changes like menus, setup options, function key changes,

converting document from 4.2 to 5.0 and from 5.0 to 4.2 and Reveal Codes. Some of the

advanced features such as Macro Editing, Keyboard Layout, Fonts, Styles, Clip Art Images,

Compose, Master Documents, Automatic Referencing, Document Compare and Kerning will

also be covered.
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INTRODUCTION TO WORDPERFECT 5.0: presented by Melanie Coughlin of the Informa-

tion Center

IP
DATE:
TIME:

PREREQUISITE:

January 11 & 12, 1990

8:30 am to 3:30 pm on first day

8:30 am to 12:00 noon on second day

Beginning Microcomputer Skills

This class is designed for beginning users of WordPerfect 5.0. Experience with WordPerfect

4.2 is not necessary. The class will take the participants through the fundamentals of creating,

printing, and editing documents. The new Setup feature will be discussed. Formatting

documents as they are created and after creation will be covered. Some of the time saving

features such as spell check, merges, block functions and macros will also be covered.

ADVANCED FEATURES OF WORDPERFECT 5.0:

Information Center

presented by Melanie Coughlin of the

DATE:

TIME:

PREREQUISITE:

November 20 and 21, 1989

January 18 and 18, 1990

8:30 am to 3:30 pm on first day

8:30 am to 12:00 noon on second day

Beginning Microcomputer Skills

Introduction to WordPerfect 5.0

For those already using WordPerfect 5.0, the advanced class will cover footnotes, column

generation, sorting capabilities, dual document editing, changing fonts within a document,

creating style sheets and master documents, keyboard layout, compose and graphics.

4
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Spreadsheet Classes

INTRODUCTION TO LOTUS 1-2-3 RELEASE 2.2: presented by the staff of the Information

Center

DATE: January 15 & 16, 1990

TIME: 8:30 am to 3:30 each day

PREREQUISITE: Beginning Microcomputer Skills

This class is designed for people with little or no Lotus 1-2-3 experience.

This class will concentrate on using 1-2-3 Release 2.2 to design, create, edit and print

spreadsheets and to create graphics. Some intermediate features such as the new Allways

Add-In product will be used to enhance the printing of spreadsheets and graphs.

Class will consist of instructions and hands-on practice with available lab time to build

spreadsheets of participant's choosing.

INTRODUCTION TO LOTUS 1-2-3 RELEASE 3.0: presented by the staff of the Information

Center

DATE: January 31 and February 1, 1990

TIME: 8:30 am to 4:30 pm each day

PREREQUISITE: Beginning Microcomputer Skills

This class is designed for people with little or no Lotus 1-2-3 experience.

This class will cover design, creation, printing and editing of 1-2-3 Release 3.0's 3-dimensional

spreadsheets. Connecting these spreadsheets with use of formulas will also be included. Also,

several graphic features, use of multiple spreadsheets within a single file and ability to have

multiple files open at the same time will be incorporated.

Class will consist of instructions and hands-on practice with available lab time to build

spreadsheets of participant's choosing.
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Database Classes

LOTUS 1-2-3 DATABASE FEATURES: presented by Brett McAlister of the Information

Center.

DATE: December 6 & 7, 1989

TIME: 8:30 am to 4:30 pm each day

PREREQUISITE: Completion of Beginning Lotus 1-2-3 class and six months of regular

lotus usage (at least three times a week).

The class covers all of the most used database and database support options within Lotus 1-2-

3. Creation, Querying, and Extracting are the primary functions covered with strong emphasis

on the design and use of the selection Criterion. Also covered are the @DSUM, @DAVG,
and @DCOUNT functions as an alternate way to extract summaries from the database.

Database support options covered are the Data Fill, Data Sort, and the Data Distribution

selections.

Presentation Method: Instructor assisted self paced learning modules with self graded quizzes.

Practical exercises are interspersed between some modules.

INTRODUCTION TO PFS:PROFESSIONAL FILE VERSION 2.0: presented by Jane Black

Eagle of the Information Center

DATE: January 26, 1990

TIME: 8:30 am to 4:30 pm
PREREQUISITE: Beginning Microcomputer Skills

The PFS:Professional File software is an easy to use file management system.

This course will give the participant hands-on experience creating databases demonstrating the

flexibility of this software in storing, retrieving, and updating a large amount of related

information.

if
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Communication and Network Classes

USING THE IBM PC LAN PROGRAM: presented by Ron Heilman of the Information

Center

DATE: November 16, 1989

TIME: 8:30 am to 12:00 noon

PREREQUISITE: Beginning Microcomputer skills and Token Ring user

This class is for those using the Token Ring to share access to programs, files and printers.

The main topics to be covered are:

• Introduction to basic network concepts and terminology

• Advantages and disadvantages to networking

• What is a Token Ring Network and how does it work?

• How to perform common network tasks using the network menus (ex: messaging,

cancelling print jobs, etc.)

• Simple problem and error determination

• Sharing files and programs with the network

• Some network management considerations

NOTE: This class is not intended for network system administrators or network programming

staff. Contact Ron Heilman at 444-2973 if you have any questions.

TELEPHONE STATION USER TRAINING: presented by Nancy Lonz of the Telecommuni-

cations Bureau.

DATE: December 4, 1989

TIME: 8:30 am to 9:30 am
PREREQUISITE: None

This class is designed to familiarize new employees or refresh current employees with the

features and use of the state telephone system. Also discussed will be the different calling

capabilities available and the dialing plan. This is an interactive class combining demonstra-

tions and hands-on usage of the features and the dialing plan.
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ISD CLASS ENROLLMENT APPLICATION
COMPLETE THIS APPLICATION IN FULL AND

RETURN IT TO THE INFORMATION CENTER BUREAU
PRIOR TO THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS

COURSE DATA





»
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
INFORMATION SERVICES DIVISION
INFORMATION CENTER BUREAU
RM 24, MITCHELL BLDG
HELENA, MT 59620


